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A Mariotte bottle is a device that provides a constant effusion velocity for liquids. We discuss a
Mariotte bottle that has been designed to study the flow regime and the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow. Several straight, smooth, circular glass tubes with different lengths and sections were
inserted into the lower part of the bottle so that the rate of flow could be measured in very different
experimental conditions by using a precision balance. Reynolds numbers in the interval 1014<R
<6098 were obtained, showing that the flow regime is laminar forR<3000. There is a transition
in the flow regime forR in the interval 3000–4000 and a turbulent flow regime for higherR.
Because the device is very simple and the results obtained are very clear and exemplary, we
recommend using this device as a laboratory experiment for physics or engineering students who
require a knowledge of fluid mechanics. ©2002 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the theory of laminar flow is well developed an
many solutions are known,1,2 there is no theoretical analys
or computer solution that can simulate the small scale r
dom fluctuations of turbulent flow. Thus, the theory for tu
bulent flow is semiempirical and is based on dimensio
analysis and physical reasoning that permits us only to ev
ate the average properties and the variance of the fluc
tions. Nevertheless, the theory of turbulent flow is surp
ingly effective.

It is of much practical interest for engineers and physic
to have prior knowledge of the flow regime~laminar or tur-
bulent! that will govern the movement of a fluid. In 1883
Osborne Reynolds demonstrated that the nature of the
regime depends on the value of a certain dimensionless
rameter that represents the ratio between the inertial fo
and the viscosity.3 This parameterR, known as the Reynolds
number, has been widely used. It has been experimen
demonstrated that for the flow of fluids through circu
tubes, there is a critical value ofR of approximately 2300
that marks the transition from one flow regime to anothe

To analyze the transition regime from laminar to turbule
flow, we have used a Mariotte bottle that we designed
constructed. A Mariotte bottle is a device that provides
constant effusion velocity for liquids. Historically, the Mar
otte bottle was frequently used in the 19th century in
lamps for domestic illumination.4 It consists of a closed
bottle whose cover is crossed by a vertical tube. To achie
constant effusion velocity, the lower end of the bottle m
be constantly submerged in the liquid that fills the bottle.

In this work we have inserted several straight, smoo
circular glass tubes with different lengths and diameters
hole in the lower part of the bottle’s wall, and have inves
gated the flow regime of water by means of simple flow r
measurements. The velocity of the liquid that pours out
the tube versus the distance between the lower end of
vertical tube and the level of the horizontal tube was de
mined for each tube. The experimental Reynolds numb
698 Am. J. Phys.70 ~7!, July 2002 http://ojps.aip.org/aj
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were then determined and compared with the theoretical
ues calculated by means of the formulas for laminar a
turbulent flows.

The use of glass tubes of different but similar lengths a
diameters allowed us to check that the transition from la
nar to turbulent flow is independent of these parameters,
depends, for a given material~glass! and liquid~water!, only
on the Reynolds number.

II. THEORY

Bernoulli’s law for the viscous flow of a liquid betwee
two pointsi and j of a tube takes the following form:5

S pi

r
1

v i
2

2
1gyi D 2S pj

r
1

v j
2

2
1gyj D 5H, ~1!

where p is the pressure,v is the velocity of the flowing
liquid, y is the height with respect to an arbitrary referen
level, g is the acceleration of gravity, andH is the loss of
head along the current tube, that is, the energy loss due to
increase of the specific internal energy of the liquid and
heat dissipated.

Let us apply Eq.~1! to the configuration schematicall
shown in Fig. 1, where, besides the characteristic dimens
of the container, the lengthL and the diameterD of the
horizontal tube are shown, as well as the distanceh between
the lower end of the vertical tube and the horizontal tube a
the three characteristic points 0, 1, and 2. Bernoulli’s law
points 1 and 2 of Fig. 1 has the following form@with v1

5v25v, y15y250 andp25pa ~atmospheric pressure!#:

p12pa

r
5HL1Hl , ~2!

whereHL is the loss of head for the liquid flow from point
to 2, andHl is the loss of head for the liquid intake and th
liquid outlet in the horizontal tube~points 1 and 2, respec
tively!.
698p/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Although HL depends on the flow regime~laminar or tur-
bulent!, a variety of experimental data suggest thatHl is
independent of the flow regime. Most authors use the follo
ing law for both points 1~intake! and 2~outlet!:

Hl5K
v2

2
, ~3!

whereK is a constant known as the friction coefficient. W
have used the commonly accepted values ofK50.78 in the
intake andK51 in the outlet.5–7

On the other hand, Bernoulli’s law for points 0 and 1 o
streamline, taking into account thaty02y15h, p05pa , H
50, and thatv;0, can be expressed as:

pa2p1

r
2

v2

2
1gh50. ~4!

A. Laminar flow

We next evaluate the termHL of Eq. ~2!, which depends
on the flow regime. For laminar flow,HL is easily obtained
from the Hagen–Poisseuille law:5

HL5S 64

R D L

D

v2

2
, ~5!

whereR5rDv/h is the Reynolds number, andh is the liq-
uid viscosity.

By substituting Eqs.~5! and~3! in Eq. ~2! and combining
Eqs.~2! and ~4! to eliminate the common term (p12pa)/r,
we obtain:

2.78D2rv2164Lhv22ghD2r50. ~6!

B. Turbulent flow

In this case the loss of headHL can be evaluated by mean
of the empirical formula of Blasius,6 which is valid for
smooth tubes and Reynolds numbers up to 105:

HL5
0.158Lv2

DR1/4 . ~7!

Fig. 1. Experimental assembly, characteristic dimensions of the conta
and details of the lid, where each of the polypropylene tubes can be scr
and unscrewed.
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By carrying out the same steps as in the previous case
following relation can be found:

~2.78r1/4D5/4!v9/41~0.316h1/4L !v22~2ghr1/4D5/4!v1/450.
~8!

Both Eqs.~6! and ~8! can be expressed in the form:

F~r,h,L,D,v,h!50. ~9!

Given thatr andh depend only on the liquid~water! and the
laboratory temperature~20 °C!, we taker5103 kg m23 and
h51.00231023 kg m21 s21. Once a particular tube is in
serted in the hole of the Mariotte bottle, the values of t
length L and the diameterD are fixed, and Eq.~9! can be
written as:

F~v,h!50. ~10!

Equation~10! shows that for each value ofh, there is a value
of the effusion velocityv that satisfiesF50.

For laminar flow, Eq.~10! takes the following form:

av21bv1ch50, ~11!

wherea, b, andc are constants. Therefore, the evaluation
reduced to the solution of a quadratic equation.

For turbulent flow, Eq.~10! has the form:

a8v9/41b8v22c8hv1/450, ~12!

wherea8, b8, andc8 are constants. In this case the evalu
tion is more complex and requires, in general, the use
numerical methods to determine the value ofv that satisfies
Eq. ~12! for a particular value ofh.

III. DESIGN OF THE MARIOTTE BOTTLE AND
SELECTION OF TUBES

To design and construct a useful Mariotte bottle, a co
tainer of large dimensions (length554.3 cm,diameter
526.2 cm) was chosen and a hole was opened in the lo
part of the wall~see Fig. 1!. Several straight, smooth, an
circular tubes of glass were inserted in the hole in order
empty it.

The container lid was perforated and two tightening join
~named 2 and 3 in Fig. 1! were pasted on it, carefully cen
tering them in the hole. A wide nut was inserted in the low
joint ~named 4! and to attach it to the lid, a spigot~named 1!
was screwed on it. The spigot is hollow so that it permits
intake and outlet. Finally, a long polypropylene tube was
in sections of lengths of 5–40 cm in order to insert the tub
in different spigots~see 5 and 6 in Fig. 1!. This assembly
permitted us to select the desired distanceh by screwing the
suitable polypropylene section onto the nut. Moreover, t
assembly allowed the hermetic sealing of the container
the correct functioning of the Mariotte bottle.

Three glass tubes were selected with different and sim
lengths and diameters~see Table I! to investigate if theL and

Table I. Lengths and diameters of the three glass tubes used to empt
container.

Tube Length~cm! Diameter~mm!

1 29.360.1 2.4260.05
2 56.760.1 3.9660.03
3 50.560.1 5.3660.03

er,
ed
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D values of each tube influenced the transition from lami
to turbulent flow.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some experiments were carried out to evaluate the e
sion velocityv versus the distanceh. The liquid of the con-
tainer was poured out by means of one of the three g
tubes into a precipitate glass with a capacity of 600
which was placed on an electronic balance~see Fig. 1!. The
balance had a precision of 0.1 g. The volume poured
versus the time was evaluated by using a chronometer an
knowing the water density at 20 °C to be 1 g cm23. Figure 2
shows the volumeV poured out versus the timet for tube 2
and different distancesh. The linear dependence ofV vs t is
a result of the constant effusion velocity and is a demons
tion of the correct functioning of the Mariotte bottle. Simila
curves were obtained for tubes 1 and 3.

Next, the rate of flow,I v , was evaluated for each tube an
distanceh from the slope of theV(t) curve. The linear de-
pendence of the experimentalV(t) curves made the evalua
tion method easy and unambiguous. Finally, by using t
I v5Av, whereA is the tube cross section, the experimen
values for the effusion velocityv were obtained.

Fig. 3. Tube 1: experimental data for the effusion velocityv vs the distance
h ~j! and theoretical data for the laminar flow~solid line!.

Fig. 2. Volume poured out vs the time for tube 2 and the following distan
h: ~l! 20 cm,~m! 15 cm,~d! 10 cm,~j! 5 cm.
700 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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Equations~11! and~12! were used to obtain the theoretic
curves for the effusion velocityv versus the distanceh for
laminar and turbulent flows, respectively. As was discus
in Sec. III, the determination ofv for laminar flow involves
the solution of a second-order equation. For turbulent flo
we used a graphical method and plotted the left-hand sid
Eq. ~12! versusv. Given a particular value ofh, the desired
velocity v is the one that crosses the abscissa. The use
commercial program,DERIVE, facilitated this solution.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the experimental and theoret
data for the effusion velocityv versus the distanceh for
tubes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Figure 3 shows effusion
locities from 0.42 to 1.23 m/s andR values from 1014 to
2970. We see that there is excellent agreement between
theoretical data for laminar flow and the experimental da

Figure 4 shows effusion velocities from 0.28 to 1.02 m
andR values from 1098 to 4031. We found a reasonable
between the theoretical data for laminar flow and the exp
mental data forR values up to 3000. For the larger values
R, neither the laminar nor turbulent theories are in agreem
with the experimental data.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows effusion velocities from 0.41 to 1.1
m/s andR values from 2193 to 6098. We found that th
theoretical data for laminar flow provided a reasonable
with the two lower experimental values ofv, that is, forR up
to 3263. There also is an intermediate value ofv ~0.74 m/s!

Fig. 4. Tube 2: experimental data for the effusion velocityv vs the distance
h ~l! and theoretical data for the laminar~solid line! and turbulent~dotted
line! flows.

s

Fig. 5. Tube 3: experimental data for the effusion velocityv vs the distance
h ~d! theoretical data for the laminar and turbulent flows.
700Maroto, de Dios, and de las Nieves
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that is not in agreement with both theories. ForR.4407, we
found that the theoretical data for the turbulent flow are
agreement with the experimental data.

We conclude that the flow regime for the flow of a liqu
~water! through straight, smooth, and circular glass tub
with different but similar lengths and diameters is lamin
for R values up to approximately 3000 and turbulent forR
above approximately 4400; there is an intermediate
broad interval ofR values ~from 3000 to approximately
4400! in which a transition of the flow regime takes place

To evaluate the validity of our results, we note that t
commonly acceptedR value of 2300 marks the change
regime for the flow of fluids through circular tubes, but al
that this critical value increases for smooth tubes.2,7

Finally, let us make it clear that the change of regime d
not depend on the effusion velocityv, but on the Reynolds
numberR. For example, for tube 1 the flow is laminar for a
effusion velocity of 1.2 m/s, and for tube 2 the flow is n
laminar for an effusion velocity of 0.77 m/s~see Figs. 4 and
5!.

V. SUMMARY

The use of a Mariotte bottle to empty a container
means of straight, smooth, circular glass tubes has perm
701 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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the design of a useful laboratory experiment that provid
experimental evidence of the transition from laminar to t
bulent flow.

Because the device is very simple and the results obta
are clear and unambiguous, we recommend this device
use as a laboratory experiment for students of fluid mech
ics.
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Manometric Flame Apparatus. Gas flows into the manometric capsule at the top left and burns in a small flame. The supply of gas to the flame is
by acoustic signals impinging on the membrane in the middle of the capsule, causing the height of the flame to oscillate up and down. The oscillathe
flame are observed in the rotating mirror. This apparatus, invented by Rudolph Koenig of Paris in 1862, allowed the wave shape of a musical s
observed, and was the nineteenth century equivalent of a microphone-oscilloscope combination. This illustration is from Ganot’sPhysics, ca. 1875.~Notes by
Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr., Kenyon College!
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